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Response Fixed effects Random effects 
Strike duration Extension + pause Individual 
Strike duration Thrust + capture Individual 
Phase duration Phase classification (extension 

/ pause) + prey speed 
Individual 

 
Table S1. Summary of the linear mixed-effects models used for testing. 
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Figure S1. The experimental configuration for recording the strikes of praying mantids. (a) Top view of 
the experimental setup including a mantis sitting on a black platform attached to a raiseable metal plate. 
(b) Side view of the experimental setup. In (a) and (b), the prey shown as a black dot and its trajectory 
direction is shown as an arrow. Prey approached the mantis from either side. 
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Figure S2. Illustrative examples of forelimb joint angle calculation. (a) The joint angle was calculated 
between two adjacent limb segments, such as the femur (grey) and the tibia (orange). (b) Examples of 
angle measurements, with 0° meaning a complete overlap between two limb segments. 
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Figure S3. Sequential images of P. aeruginosa striking a fly, positioned in the top right corner of each 
frame. 
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Figure S4. P. aeruginosa can abandon a strike. (a) Sequential images of P. aeruginosa abandoning a 
strike. (b) The sequence of prothoracic limb movements during an abandoned strike. (c) The change in 
angles between the different prothoracic joints during an abandoned strike. 
 


